EXECUTIVE BRIEF

Capacity Energy Markets
All too often, data center users enter new markets and are greeted with unpleasant surprises on their energy
spending. For those who are considering acquiring data center space in deregulated markets, including
Chicago, the Mid-Atlantic and Texas, this article is intended to drive transparency and uncover cost drivers
that will impact your energy spend.
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Amid energy market volatility, pricing knowledge is power
In deregulated U.S. energy markets, there are two prevailing market structures — energy-only markets that charge
customers solely on their energy use, and capacity markets that incorporate fees to pay energy producers for their
ability to provide reserve capacity to meet peak demand. And with the recent shutdown of a significant amount
of coal-fired capacity in Texas, along with the latest wave of blizzard conditions in the Northeast, it’s important for
commercial customers to understand potential pricing pitfalls as volatility pushes rates upward in both markets.
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Capacity markets gain
momentum in the U.S.
Capacity energy markets have been
around for decades, but it wasn’t until
the North American cold wave of 2014
— marked by prolonged record-low
temperatures and relentless snowfall
— that these markets began to reveal

energy producers to proactively ensure
that capacity will be available at peak
periods. Customers in these markets pay
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historic usage as a data center, hospitality
company, manufacturing facility or other
commercial profile.
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While the addition of performance metrics has helped to ensure
that power suppliers are taking action to address aging fleets,
today’s capacity markets can still be susceptible to price spikes.
In theory, capacity markets moderate price volatility in part by
removing uncertainty surrounding generators’ ability to meet peak
demand. Yet as recently as January 2018, a punishing “bomb
cyclone” dumped up to 15 inches of snow from Maine down to
North Carolina — and the volatility was back, driven by nearrecord heating demand that pushed natural gas prices to levels
not seen in years, driving real-time electricity pricing into the
$0.70 per kWh range. Ultimately, capacity markets, like energyonly markets, have their pros and cons — and customers need

Factors at work in the energy pricing market
Across all U.S. energy markets, the “poles and wires” of the
electrical grid remain a very regulated part of the industry. Yet the
breakdown of additional fees and charges on an energy contract
can be difficult to navigate. For the most part, both energy-only
and capacity markets offer a great deal of transparency into their
operations. Unfortunately, retailers and landlords don’t always
offer the same level of clarity in the way they quote electricity
pricing. While pricing quotes are more straightforward in energyonly markets, both models have distinct pricing idiosyncrasies that
decision-makers should be aware of.

to be aware of them to give their business a good line of sight to
energy costs. A reputable consultant, retailer or landlord should
be able to tell prospective customers what’s on the horizon in
terms of market factors that could affect pricing over time, as well
as what part of their energy expense the customer can or cannot
control by managing their own energy use.

Energy Markets: Be aware of volatility
Real-time pricing volatility can be more pronounced in energy-only markets like Texas
compared with capacity markets. A megawatt-hour can trade for $20–$30 in real time,
but prices reached the $9,000/MWh price cap for a brief period in late January before
returning to more normal ranges averaging in the high $30s/MWh later that day. A
prolonged period at $9,000 megawatt-hour pricing could significantly impact customer
budgets and drive long-term fixed pricing upward, as retailers must cover their risk.

Capacity Markets: Do the math on pricing
In some capacity markets, like PJM, the customer’s capacity obligation is determined in
part by calculating the five peak hours of use over summer months. For new facilities, this
can result in an artificially low capacity price that will likely rise over time as their actual
demand can be calculated by the grid operator. Customers that can manage their demand
in peak summer hours can reap long-term benefits of managing their capacity obligations.

Planning for energy procurement in specific pricing markets
For many businesses, energy cost is the single biggest spend — and decision-makers are wise to look for a low price per energy unit. But
by understanding the special considerations of capacity energy markets, as well as what pricing levers they can or cannot control, they’ll
be better equipped to make a sound decision. Volatile energy markets and changing capacity charges are a fact of life in those markets.
Business leaders simply need to know what they’re dealing with.
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ABOUT STREAM DATA CENTERS
Stream Data Centers has been providing premium data center solutions and optimized value to Fortune 500 companies since 1999.
To date, Stream has acquired and developed more than two million square feet of data center space nationally representing more
than 200 megawatts of power.
Stream is dedicated to improving the data center experience through exceptional people and service, developing and operating
highly resilient, scalable and efficient data centers. Stream’s product offerings include fully-commissioned Hyperscale Data Centers,
Private Data Center™ Suites, Ready-to-Fit™ Powered Shells, Build-to-Suit Infrastructure and Retail Colocation Environments —all with
immediate connection to network carriers and public cloud providers. See what’s new at www.streamdatacenters.com.
Stream Data Centers is a subsidiary of Stream Realty Partners, L.P., a full service commercial real estate investment, development and
services company. Founded in 1996, Stream Realty has a staff of more than 750 real estate professionals with offices in 12 markets
across the nation. The company manages 158 million square feet of commercial properties and completes approximately $3 billion in
transactions annually. Learn more at www.streamrealty.com.
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